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Southern Shield Charter
Lite version

This document contains the items that have been agreed by the Southern Shield
Safety Leadership Team for inclusion in the Charter. These items are mandatory in
the IP Southern region (Anglia, South East and Wessex). This is a shortened
version of the full Southern Shield Charter which can be viewed and downloaded
from the Southern Shield website.

The Southern Shield website provides an accessible outlet for all Southern Shield
news and literature. The website contains the latest safety messages including
Safety Flash Reports, Home Safe and The Shield Newspaper. You can also
download this Charter and individual Protocols from the website at:
www.southernshield.co.uk. or you can just Google ‘Southern Shield’.

The Southern Shield Employee Assistance Programme (EAP) was launched in May
2017 and is available to everyone who works in the IP Southern region. This includes
all tier two and three supply chain and individuals such as specialist plant operators
and agency staff. It is a free, confidential counselling and information service
available to you. This includes not only psychological and trauma services but any
issues which affect your ability to perform at work. The contact details are:
Telephone number UK:

0800 358 4569

Telephone number outside the UK:

+ 44 141 271 7540

Website:

www.validium.com

Username:

southernshield

Password:

homesafe

Why was this introduced? There is evidence of major
accidents within the industry and on major projects within
Network Rail whereby compressed air hoses or pipes
have whiplashed and caused major injuries to Operatives;
for example an Operative was struck on the head on the
King’s Cross project.

Why was this introduced? Close Calls and incident
investigations show that Safe Work Leaders with stronger
communication and leadership skills are better able to
prevent misunderstandings that could lead to serious
incidents when working on the track.

Why was this introduced? These alerts were introduced
as the most effective way to share details of accidents and
incidents, as a way of preventing similar occurrences
across the southern region.

Why was this introduced? Significant hazards and
associated risks need to be identified by the Designer
during the development of the design. It is the Designers
duty to utilise the ERIC principles (Eliminate, Reduce,
Inform, Control) in relation to managing hazards and
associated risks.
Drawings are broadly and frequently used on site to plan work, so are an ideal medium to
inform people of potential significant hazards and associated risks and how they could be
controlled.

Why was this introduced? When arriving into a car
park, drivers can see the path to reverse into a parking
space more clearly and pedestrians are already staying
clear of the car when it starts to reverse. When
reversing out of a space, visibility is worse and
pedestrians, particularly children, are less aware that
the car will move and so may walk behind it. To prevent
accidents, your first motion when you set off in your car
should be forward.

Why was this introduced? Statistics show that a
significant number of accidents and incidents in the
southern region are hand and finger injuries, which could
be prevented by wearing better gloves.

Why was this introduced? The Track Access
Protocol was introduced following a serious
safety incident in the southern region when ten
operatives mistakenly walked along an open line.
The primary purpose of this Protocol is to get our
people to always use the Safe Systems of Work
with the lowest risk level. As the risk level of
each Safe System of Work increases, the level
of approval required also increases.
Where activities have to be undertaken on the railway the Protocol introduces additional
mitigation measures (over and above the Rule Book and Network Rail Standards) to make
sure that the activities are performed with the least amount of risk. The Track Access
Protocol can be on the Southern Shield website.
The Track Access Protocol also includes the following:

Why was this introduced? The signage initiative was
introduced following a number of incidents where
workgroups mistakenly accessed open lines. Incident
investigations found the root cause to be lack of information
on the track layout at access points – this lead to various
temporary signs going up. The signage initiative was put in
place to ensure accurate and complete information was
available at all track access points.

Why was this introduced?
Evidence shows that a
disproportionate number of cyclist
fatalities involve construction
vehicles.

Why was this introduced? A number of hand and
finger injuries are caused by external doors
slamming shut in high winds. For example: An
operative was standing in the site office doorway
with a broom in his hand. A gust of wind closed the
door and the Operative instinctively attempted to
hold the door open while holding the broom in his
hand. The main impact was taken by the broom
which saved the operative from suffering a more
serious injury.

Why was this introduced? Thousands of people are
injured each year from work-related eye injuries that could
have been prevented with the proper selection and use of
eye protection.
Southern Shield requires the provision and use of
appropriate eye protection whenever necessary to protect
against chemical, environmental, radiological or mechanical
irritants and hazards.
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The Principal Contractor shall ensure that all fleet operations it undertakes and all fleet operations undertaken by its supply
chain meet the required FORS accreditation.

Why was this introduced? Following a number of
working at height incidents in the southern region,
investigations revealed that access systems are often
selected according to familiarity rather than on the basis of
minimising risk. The Hierarchy of Methods can be found in
the complete edition Southern Shield Charter on the
Southern Shield website.

Why was this introduced? As a result of a number
of isolation strapping incidents (one involving
serious injury to a strapping operative) a DC
Isolation Strapping Protocol has been produced to
reduce the risk to the strapping operatives.
The Protocol details the process for planning and
implementing DC isolations (with respect to
strapping). The Protocol is only applicable where IP
Southern is responsible for the Worksite and for
providing the engineering supervisor and strapping
operatives.
The document defines the process for:

Planning isolation activities with respect to strapping

On the day/night implementation protocols

Equipment, PPE and competency requirements for strapping teams.
The Protocol can be found on the Southern Shield website. The accompanying DC
Isolations Strapping Guide can also be found on the Southern Shield website.

Why was this introduced? The Safety in Substations
Matrix was introduced following three serious electrical
flash overs involving our staff in 2014.
The Matrix sets out the level of competence required to
manage activities in these high risk environments. This
is to be applied in line with the current standards for
working at these locations and must be used in the
planning of activities to ensure that the correct level of
competence and management is employed. The Matrix
must also be used to identify and protect any equipment
still electrically alive and operational.
The Safety in Substations Matrix can be found in the
complete edition of the Southern Shield Charter.

Why was this introduced? People often believe
that delivery and performance take priority over
safety. Particularly during possessions, they
believe that the focus is on getting the job done
as quickly as possible in order to hand back the
railway on time or even early. This can lead to
‘short cuts’ being taken and safety being
compromised.
Time Out Take Fives may be called by anyone at
any time if they think that there is a need to take
a step back from the task in hand and review the
way the team is working.
The full briefing document can be found in the complete edition of the Southern Shield
Charter.

Why was this introduced? The use of open fixed
bladed knives for site tasks has led to a number of knife
injuries which could have easily been avoided. People
often believe that a knife is a tool for all purposes, but
without suitable risk assessment, controls and correct
use they can present a serious hazard.
For each task where an open fixed blade is the only
option a task briefing is to be completed specific to the
task being undertaken.
The full process document can be found on the Southern Shield website.

Why was this introduced? The requirement to
seek authorisation is being introduced following two
similar serious safety incidents on Infrastructure
Projects Southern when two operatives suffered
burns as a result of equipment coming into contact
with the 750 volt live conductor rail.
The primary purpose of this ‘Live Conductor Rail Authorisation to Work’ process is to get our
people to always use safe systems of work with an acceptable risk level. If any planned
work or requirement to encroach e.g. walking or accessing, within 1.0m of the Live
Conductor Rail (3rd Rail) can be undertaken with the conductor rail switched out then this is
the preferred method of working.
The full Live Conductor Rail Protocol can be found on the Southern Shield website.

Why was this introduced? All tasks should be risk
assessed to ensure the correct PPE is being worn;
however, a minimum standard of PPE is required as the
last line of defence against injuries.
This also includes wearing flame retardant overalls
when working in substations and when undertaking
strapping duties as the COSS/SWL or Strapping
Operative.

Why was this introduced? Close Call data told
us that the practice of loading one tonne bags by
machine while an operative holds the bag open
was still happening.
Task planning and risk assessments must
ensure that there is no need for our people to be
exposed to serious injury in this manner.

The protocols and guidance you also can find in the Southern Shield Charter
appendices are as follows:
APPENDIX A – Southern Shield Employee Assistance Programme
APPENDIX B – Track Access Protocol
APPENDIX C – Working at Height
APPENDIX D – DC Isolations Protocol
APPENDIX E – Safety in Substations Matrix
APPENDIX F – Time Out Take Five
APPENDIX G – Safe Use of Knives
APPENDIX H – Live Conductor Rail Protocol
APPENDIX I – Southern Shield PPE Guide
APPENDIX J – Close Calls

These appendices can be downloaded from
the Southern Shield website Library
either individually or as part of the full Charter

www.southernshield.co.uk

www.southernshield.co.uk

